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Abstract. This paper studies algorithms for connection establishment in wavelength division multiplexing networks. Although wavelength
conversion capabilities are assumed at each node in the network, the goal of this research is to minimize or impose an upper bound on the
number of wavelength conversions on the established path. Two types of schemes are investigated and compared. In the ®rst scheme, the
wavelengths are selected adaptively during path establishment on a given route, and in the second scheme, both the route and the wavelength
assignment are selected optimally based on global information about path costs and wavelength availability in the network. We present two
ef®cient algorithms for globally selecting routes and wavelengths, one ®nds the least cost route for a maximum number of wavelength
conversions, and the other selects from among the shortest routes, the one with a minimum number of wavelength conversions. The results of
comparing the two path establishment schemes show that, for dynamically changing traf®c, the adaptive selection of wavelengths on a ®xed
route during path establishment is more bene®cial than the optimal selection of the route and wavelengths prior to path establishment.
Keywords: wavelength division multiplexing, path setup, connections establishment, wavelength conversion, all-optical networks, bounded
delay
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Introduction

Connection establishment in BISDN networks is
accomplished by ®rst selecting a path in the network,
and then reserving the resources along this path.
However, when the rate at which connections are
established and released is high, the resource
availability may change rapidly, and the likelihood
of establishing a connection along the selected path
decreases. This dif®culty can be avoided by
combining route selection and resource reservation
[1]. In this paper, we deal with wavelength division
multiplexed (WDM) networks, where wavelengths
are the primary resources in the networks.
Although different types of photonic switching
networks have been reported and demonstrated,
wavelength division multiplexing of optical networks
has emerged as one of the most attractive approaches
to data transfer in interconnection networks [2±4].
Speci®cally, an all-optical path between two access
nodes can exploit the large bandwidth of optics,
without the overhead of buffering and processing at
intermediate nodes. However, it has been shown that

the ability of converting between wavelengths along
the same path increases the probability of successfully
establishing a connection [5±8].
Current technology does not allow wavelength
conversions to be performed ef®ciently and cost
effectively in the optical domain. Hence, in the near
future, the switching ®bers of many optical networks
will not be capable of performing wavelength
conversions. In such networks, semi-optical paths
may still be established if intermediate nodes are used
as relays to receive a message on one wavelength and
retransmit it on another. In Fig. 1, we show an
intermediate node in a network with two wavelengths.
In this simple example, the node is connected to its
neighbors by two input links and two output links. The
optical input and output signals to the local node are
either multiplexed (Fig. 1a) or demultiplexed (Fig.
1b). In either case, a message that is relayed at this
node because of a need for wavelength conversion
will suffer a relatively large delay because of
buffering, processing, and optics/electronic conversion.
Thus, wavelength conversion in networks with all-
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Fig. 1. A node's model in a WDM network with all-optical switches.

optical switches introduces delays at intermediate
nodes which affect the quality of service on the
connections. For this reason, it is desired to minimize
the number of wavelength conversions along a given
connection. Moreover, if certain quaility of service
guarantees are required in terms of delay and jitter,
then a limit on the number of wavelength conversions
need to be imposed on a connection in order to meet
these requirements.
The objective of this paper is the development and
analysis of distributed, QoS-based routing and
connection establishment protocols for WDM networks with all-optical switches. We propose a set of
connection establishment algorithms which attempt
either to minimize or impose an upper bound on the
number of wavelength conversions along the routing
path in order to meet the end-to-end delay requirements of the connection. The ®rst class of algorithms
is adaptive and uses a forward local approach to
establish paths. Furthermore, the algorithms take an
aggressive and greedy reservation strategy which
leads to paths with a minimum number wavelength
conversions.
The second class of algorithms uses a global
approach and aims at optimizing the number of
conversions required along the path. The optimality
feature of these algorithms, combined with their
polynomial time complexity, makes them very
ef®cient to handle QoS-based routing and path
establishment in high-speed WDM networks.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In the

next section, we describe the network model. We then
present a distributed algorithm for establishing a
connection on a given path in the network. The
algorithm dynamically selects the wavelengths on the
path in a way that minimizes the number of
wavelength conversions. In Section 4.1, we describe
a global optimal algorithm for selecting the least cost
path assuming that an upper limit is given on the
number of wavelength conversions. In Section 4.2, we
present a global optimal algorithm for selecting the
shortest path with the minimum number of wavelength conversions. In Section 5, we discuss
simulation results to compare the performance of the
proposed path selection and establishment algorithms
in a distributed environment where connections are
established and removed dynamically. Finally, we
conclude the paper in Section 6.
2

Network Model

It is assumed in this paper that W wavelengths,
l1 ; . . . ; lW , are available on each link of the network
and that wavelength-sensitive switches are available
at each node to route signals either to the next link
toward the destination, or to the local processor. The
switching is performed in the optical domain but the
switches are controlled by an electronic controller
(see Fig. 2).
A control network, which is separate from the
optical data network but shadows its topology, is used
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Fig. 2. The data and control networks.

for exchanging control messages. The traf®c on the
control network consists of small packets, and thus is
lighter than the traf®c on the data network. Given that
switch controllers at intermediate nodes need to
examine the control packets and update local bookkeeping information accordingly, the control network
can be implemented as an electronic network. It is
possible, however, to reserve a wavelength on the data
network to exclusively exchange control messages as
proposed in Ramaswami and Segall [9].
A network is represented by a graph, G  V; E,
where V is a set of nodes (corresponding to network
nodes) and E is a set of edges (corresponding to
network links). An edge from a node u [ V to a node
v [ V is denoted by hu; vi. A path, P s; d, from
a source node, s [ V, to a destination node, d [ V
is an ordered set of nodes fv0 ; v1 ; . . . ; vk g, such that
v0  s; vk  d and for i  0; . . . ; k 1; hvi ; vi  1 i [ E.
The function nextP v0 ;vk  vi   vi  1 ; 0  i  k 1, is
used to indicate the node following vi on P v0 ; vk .

3 Dynamic Wavelength Selection and Connection
Establishment
A distributed reservation protocol is needed in
networks with rapidly changing resource availability
[10,11]. In WDM networks, wavelengths are the main
resources to be reserved along a path. With
wavelength conversion capabilities at individual
nodes, a path consists of one or more segments,
where the same wavelength is used on each segment.
Two consecutive segments on a path use different
wavelengths, and thus wavelength conversion is
needed at the node that joins two segments. The ®rst
node in a segment is called the initial node for that
segment.
In Qiao and Melhem [12] and Yuan, Melhem and
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Gupta [13], a number of dynamic path establishment
protocols were studied for time-division multiplexed
networks. In Qiao and Mei [14] and Yuan et al. [15],
the protocols were applied to WDM networks
assuming no wavelength conversion capabilities.
Two classes of protocols are presented in Yuan,
Melhem and Gupta [13]: a forward reservation
protocol and a backward reservation protocol. In
this section, we assume that the nodes have
wavelength conversion capabilities, and we propose
a forward reservation protocol that adaptively selects
wavelengths while dynamically establishing a connection along a given path. We show that aggressive
and greedy reservations lead to paths with a minimum
number of segments, and thus a minimum number of
wavelength conversions.
Given a selected path, the process of distributively
establishing a connection along this path requires the
exchange of control messages. The switch controller
at each node in the network maintains a state for each
wavelength on each link emerging from that node. For
a wavelength l on link l the state can be one of the
following:
*

*

*

AVAIL: indicates that l is available and can be
used to establish a new connection.
LOCK: indicates that l is locked by some
request in the process of establishing a connection.
BUSY: indicates that l is being used in some
connection to transmit data.

For a link, l, the set of wavelengths that are in the
AVAIL state is denoted by Avail l. When a
wavelength, l, is not in Avail l, an additional
®eld, id, identi®es the connection request locking l, if
l is in the LOCK state, or the connection using l, if l is
in the BUSY state. The identi®er, id, consists of the
source node address and a local sequence number
issued by that node.
Each control message related to the establishment
of a connection carries its id, which becomes the
identi®er of a successfully established connection.
Four types of packets are used to establish a
connection:
*

Reservation packets (RES), each carrying a set,
cset, of wavelengths, an ordered list,
w segments, of wavelengths and a corresponding ordered list, n segments, of nodes.
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The set cset keeps track of the wavelengths that
are being considered for the establishment of a
connection on the current segment. The list
w segments contains the wavelengths used
on previous segments and the list n segments
keeps track of the nodes at which each of the
segments was initiated. Wavelengths are locked
at intermediate nodes while the RES
control packet progresses toward the destination
node.
Acknowledgment packets (ACK), used to inform
source nodes of the success of connection
requests. An ACK packet contains a
w segments list and a n segments list to record
the wavelengths used on each segment of the
connection, and the initial nodes of the segments, respectively. As an ACK control packet
travels from the destination to the source, the
WDM switches are con®gured to accommodate
the connection and release the wavelengths that
may have been unnecessarily locked by the
corresponding RES control packet.
Negative acknowledgment packets (NACK),
used to inform source nodes of the failure of
their connection requests. While traveling to the
source node, a NACK control packet unlocks all
wavelengths that were locked by the corresponding RES control packet.
Release packets (REL), used to release a
connection. A REL control packet traveling
from a source to a destination changes the
state of the wavelength reserved for that
connection from BUSY to AVAIL.

The reservation proceeds as follows:1 when the
source node, v0 , wishes to establish a connection to
node vk on a given path P v0 ; vk   fv0 ; v1 ; . . . ; vk g, it
composes a RES control packet with RES.cset set to
Avail hv0 ; v1 i, RES:w segments set to empty, and
RES:n segments  fv0 g. This control packet is then
routed to v1 .
When an intermediate node, vi , receives a RES
packet, it performs the following operations:
1. Determine the next outgoing link, l 
hvi ; vi  1 i, for RES,
2. If Avail l is empty, then the connection
cannot be established along the given path.
Send a NACK control packet back to the source
node.

3. If RES:cset \ Avail l is not empty, then no
need for wavelength conversion. Extend the
segment to include link l and set RES.cset to
RES:cset \ Avail l,
4. If RES:cset \ Avail l is empty, then wavelength conversion is required. Start a new
segment:
(a) randomly select a wavelength, l [ RES:cset
and append l to RES:w segments,
(b) append vi , to RES:n segments,
(c) set RES.cset to Avail l,
5. Reserve the wavelengths in RES.cset on l by
changing their state to LOCK and send RES
forward on l.
A NACK packet traveling to the source node
unlocks all the wavelengths that were reserved by
the corresponding RES packet. Speci®cally, when a
node vi receives a NACK packet, it performs the
following operations:
1. Unlock all the wavelengths that are locked on
link hvi ; vi  1 i by connection NACK.id,
2. Send the NACK packet to node vi 1 .
As the RES packet travels towards the destination,
vk , the path is reserved incrementally. When the
RES packet reaches vk , one wavelength is selected
from RES.cset and appended to w segments. This is
the wavelength that is to be used on the last segment
of the connection. Note that, at the destination, vk ,
the number of entries in the ordered lists
w segments and n segments equals the number of
segments that will be used to establish the
connection. Each entry of n segments contains the
®rst node in a segment and the corresponding entry
of w segments contains the wavelength that is to be
used for that segment.
In order to actually establish the connection, release
the unused wavelengths and inform the source node of
the success of the connection establishment, the
destination, vk , composes an ACK control packet
with ACK:w segments set to RES:w segments and
ACK:n segments set to RES:n segments. It then sends
this ACK control packet toward the source, on the
~ vk ; v0 , which is the reverse of the path
path, P
P v0 ; vk  that the RES packet used to travel from v0
to vk .
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When an intermediate node vi receives an ACK
packet on link l, it performs the following operations:
1. Find the last wavelength, l in ACK: w segments
and the last node, v, in ACK:n segments,
2. Change the state of l on l to BUSY, and change
the state of all other wavelengths that were
locked on l for the connection ACK.id from
LOCK to AVAIL,
3. If v  vi , then,
(a) remove l from ACK:w segments,
(b) remove vi from ACK:n segments,
(c) setup a wavelength conversion to l at vi
4. Send ACK to vi

1.

As soon as the source receives the ACK packet, it
can start sending data on the established connection.
After all data is sent, the source node sends a REL
packet to tear down the connection. When an
intermediate node vi receives a REL packet it
performs the following operations:
1. Unlock the wavelength that is locked on link
hvi ; vi  1 i by connection REL.id.
2. Forward the REL packet to node vi1 .
The protocol described above is aggressive in the
sense that, at the beginning of each segment, the initial
set of wavelengths RES.cset is set to include all
wavelengths that are available on the next link along
the path. This increases the chances of successfully
establishing a connection at the price of locking
wavelengths that may end up not being used for the
connection, thereby potentially reducing the overall
rate of connection acceptance.
A conservative approach to reservation would set
RES.cset at the beginning of each segment to include
only one wavelength. This approach, which produces
shorter segments and thus results in more wavelength
conversions, does not over-reserve the network
resources (wavelengths). A compromise between the
aggressive and conservative approach is to use a
probabilistic approach which only considers those
wavelengths, that are most likely to be available along
the path, for inclusion in the set RES.cset. In the
following section, we discuss some properties of the
aggressiveness of the path establishment and reservation protocols.

3.1 The Effect of Aggressiveness on Segment
Length
It is possible to analyze the effect of the size of
RES.cset on the segment length in the simple case
where the probabilities of wavelength availability are
independent and uniform. Speci®cally, assuming that
r is the probability that a particular wavelength is
available on any given link l, then we can model the
reservation process by a Markov Chain. For an initial
cset size of m the chain has m  1 states, S1 ; . . . ; Sm
and F. The discrete Markov process starts from state
Sm and each transition in the process models the
progress of the RES packet on one link. If the process
is at state Si after K transitions, then this means that
the size of RES.cset is i after traversing K links. The
state F indicates that the size of RES.cset is zero, and
thus a failure to extend the current segment. Hence,
the average number of states visited in the Markov
process before being absorbed in F represents the
average number of links traversed by RES before
RES.cset becomes empty, and thus represents the
average segment size.
From any given state Sq , the next state in the
process is F with probability 1 rq since failure
occurs if none of the wavelengths in RES.cset are
available on the next link. The transition from Sq to
Si ; i  q occurs with probability Cqi ri 1 rq i,
where Cqi is the number of ways to choose the i
wavelengths that are available on the next link from
among the q wavelengths in RES.cset. In Fig. 3, we
show an example of the Markov Chain for m  4.
Starting at any state Sq , a standard ®rst step analysis
can be used to ®nd Kq , the average number of states
visited before absorption in state F. Speci®cally,
denoting state F by S0, we get:
Kq 

q
X
i0

Cqi ri 1

r

q

i

Ki  1;

where K0  0. It is easy to solve the above equation
and obtain the following recursive formula for Kq .
P
rn  qi  01 Cqi ri 1 rq i Ki  1
Kq 
:
1 rn
Note that Kq is the average number of links that the
RES packet traverses before ending the current
segment, assuming that the current size of RES.cset
is q. In Fig. 4, we plot the average segment size
obtained using the above analysis as a function of the
initial cset size for different values of r. Clearly, the
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of the wavelengths in RES.cset are available on the
next link. In the following lemma, we prove that the
greedy policy, combined with aggressive reservation,
is optimal.
Lemma 1: The greedy aggressive reservation
scheme results in the minimum number of segments,
and thus the minimum number of wavelength
conversions for establishing a connections along a
given path.

Fig. 3. A Markov Chain for cset size  4.

analysis shows that the advantage of increasing the
size of cset diminishes when the size of cset increases.
The optimal size of cset should be obtained by taking
into consideration the negative effect of having a large
cset size in terms of over-reserving resources. Such a
trade-off will be considered in the simulation
experiments presented in Section 5.
3.2 Optimality of the Aggressive Reservation
Irrespective of the degree of aggressiveness (size of
cset), the protocol described in this section is greedy
in the sense that it does not terminate a segment
prematurely. A segment is terminated only when none

Fig. 4. The effect of aggressiveness on average segment length.

Proof: Consider a path v0 ; . . . ; vk and denote by li
the link hvi 1 ; vi i. Also denote by RES:cset li  the
value of RES.cset when RES is sent over link li .
Finally, let RES be the request packet for the
 the request
aggressive greedy algorithm, and RES
packet for any other algorithm.
The aggressive greedy algorithm starts with
RES:cset l1   Avail l1 , and determines that a
wavelength conversion should take place at a node vc
when RES:cset lc  \ Avail lc  1   0= . That is
when \ci1 Avail Li   0= . At this point, it sets
RES:cset lc  1   Avail lc  1 .
If some other algorithm will determine that a
conversion should take place at a node vq , where

q5c, then it will set RES:cset
lq  1  to
 will reach lc  1 with
Avail lq  1 , and RES

RES:cset
lc  1   \ci q1 Avail li , which is
clearly a subset of Avail lc  1 . That is,

RES:cset
lc  1 (:cset lc  1 , which means that,
with one wavelength conversion for each algorithm,
 cannot go further than RES on the path without
RES
requiring another conversion. By repeating the above
argument, we reach the conclusion that the aggressive
greedy algorithm will reach vk with the minimum
number of conversions. &
It should be noted that it is possible to modify the
aggressive greedy algorithm to still achieve the
minimum number of conversions even when only
some nodes in the network have wavelength conversion capabilities, while others do not [16]. In this case,
if RES.cset becomes empty at a node without
conversion capabilities, then RES should backtrack
to the last node that has wavelength conversion
capabilities and start a new segment at that node. The
aggressive greedy approach, however, may not be
optimal.
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4 Global Path Selection Based on Cost/
Conversion Trade-Offs
In the last section, we described a protocol to
dynamically select wavelengths during path establishment on a given path. Usually, such a path is
determined by optimizing some cost criteria.
Speci®cally, if a function s assigns to each link l
in E a cost, s l, then a path, P s; d, from a source,
s, to a destination, d, is usually chosen to minimize the
cost, cost P s; d, where cost P u; v is the sum of
the costs of the edges traversed by P u; v.
Given a set of available wavelengths, Avail l, on
each edge l [ E, let us denote by conv P u; v the
minimum number of wavelength conversions needed
to establish a connection on P u; v. Clearly, selecting
P s; d ®rst, and then assigning wavelengths on
P s; d
may
not
minimize
conv P s; d.
Alternatively, if an algorithm is used to ®nd the path
from s to d which minimizes the number of
wavelength conversions, then the cost of that path
may not be minimum. It is possible to combine the
optimization of the cost and number of wavelength
conversions by considering one of the following two
criteria:
1. Minimize cost P s; d  g conv P s; d, where
g is a measure of the relative importance of the
cost and the number of wavelength conversions,
2. Minimize
cost P s; d
subject
to
conv P s; d  D. That is ®nd the minimum
cost path from s to d in G such that the number
of wavelength conversions along this path is at
most D.
One way for solving the ®rst optimization problem
was ®rst described in Chlamtac, Farago and Zhang
 E.

[17]. The idea is to create a new graph, G  V;
The set V contains W nodes, ul ; l  1; . . . ; W, for
each node u [ V. For each edge e  hu; vi [ E with cost
c, there are W edges el [ E between nodes ul and vl for
l  1; . . . ; W. The cost of el is c if l [ Avail e and ?
otherwise. In addition to the edges described above, E
contains one edge between any two nodes ul and um
with cost g to re¯ect the relative cost of performing a
conversion from wavelength l to wavelength m at
node u. Finally, two nodes s and d are added to G and
connected with zero cost edges to sl and dl ,
respectively, for l  1; . . . ; W. The optimization
problem is then solved by using Dijkstra's algorithm
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 in G from s to
to ®nd the minimum cost path, P s; d



d. Speci®cally, if h
ul ; vl i is on P s; d, then hu; vi is on
P s; d and l is assigned to hu; vi. Moreover, if h
vl ; vm i
 then P s; d enters node v on wavelength
is on P s; d,
l and leaves it on wavelength m, which implies a
wavelength conversion.
The second optimization problem may be solved by
applying the algorithm proposed in Kompella,
Pasquale and Polyzos [18] to a graph G^ which is
topologically identical to G but in which each edge is
assigned a delay weight as well as a cost. Speci®cally,
each edge el in G^ is assigned a cost of c and a delay of
zero, and each edge h
ul ; um i is assigned a cost of zero
and a delay of 1. The algorithm proposed [18] ®nds
the minimum cost paths with bounded delays between
every two pairs of nodes in a given graph, assuming
that delays are discretized into a ®nite number of
possible delays. The idea of the algorithm is to apply a
variation of Floyd's all-pair shortest path algorithm
which keeps track of the delays on the shortest paths
during the execution of the algorithm and excludes
any path which exceeds the given delay bound. The
complexity of Floyd's algorithm is cubic in the
number of nodes in the graph, and keeping track of the
delays requires D steps. Thus, the complexity of
solving our problem using this approach is
O D ? W 3 ? jVj3 .
3
The O D ? W 3 ? jVj  complexity is a huge price to
pay if we desire to compute the minimum cost path
between a speci®c pair of nodes, s and d, while
limiting the number of wavelength conversions. In
what follows we describe an algorithm to solve this
problem in O D ? W ? jEj  jVj ? logjVj. The algorithm works directly on the graph G rather than on the
^
expanded graph G.
4.1 Minimum Cost Path with Bounded Number
of Wavelength Conversions
Given a bound, D, on the number of wavelength
conversions, our goal is to ®nd from among all the
paths linking s to d that have at most D wavelength
conversions, the path which has minimum cost.
For each node w [ V, wavelength l, and number of
wavelength conversions, d  1; . . . ; D, de®ne
Cost w; l; d to be the minimum cost of any path
from s to w such that the path enters node w using
wavelength l and the number of wavelength
conversions along this path is at most d. The minimum
cost of the path from s to w with at most d wavelength
conversions will be denoted by Costmin w; d. That is
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Costmin w; d  min fCost w; l; dg:
1lW

The minimum cost of a path from s to d with at
most D wavelength conversions is then given by
Costmin d; D.
The values of Cost w; l; 0 for a given l and w can
be found by removing from the graph, G, any link on
which wavelength l is not available, and then ®nding
the shortest path from s to w using Dijkstra's shortest
path algorithm. Then, the values of Cost w; l; d can
be computed recursively from Cost w; l; d 1 by
observing that the minimum cost of entering node w
on l with at most d wavelength conversions should
satisfy the following:
*

*

*

M1: Cost w; l; d is less than or equal to the
minimum cost, Cost w; l; d 1, of entering
node w on l with at most d 1 wavelength
conversions.
M2: for any neighboring node u such that
l [ Avail hu; wi, the value of Cost w; l; d
should be less than or equal to the minimum
cost, Costmin u; d 1, of entering u on any
wavelength with at most d 1 wavelength
conversions, plus the cost of the link hu; wi. In
this case, a wavelength conversion to l may be
needed at node u.
M3: for any neighboring node u such that
l [ Avail hu; wi, the value of Cost w; l; d
should be less than or equal to the minimum
cost, Cost u; l; d, of entering a neighboring
node u on l with at most d wavelength
conversions, plus the cost of the link hu; wi.

Note that ®nding the values of Cost w; l; d
that satisfy the ®rst two of the above three conditions can be obtained directly from the values of
Cost w; l; d 1. The resulting values of Cost w; l; d
will be denoted by Costinit w; l; d. The values of
Cost w; l; d for a given l and a given d that satisfy the
third condition, M3, can be obtained from the
following equations:
Cost s; l; d  0;

1

Cost w; l; d  minfCostinit w; l; d;
min fCost u; l; d  sl u; wgg

5u;w 4 [ E

2

where, sl u; w  s u; w if l [ Avail hu; wi and
sl u; w  ?, otherwise.

Before describing the algorithm which enforces
conditions M1, M2 and M3, we ®rst present an
algorithm which uses a dynamic programming
approach to compute Equations (1) and (2) given
the initial values of Costinit w; l; d.
Algorithm NO CONV s; l; d
Cost w; l; d  Costinit w; l; d for every node
w [ V;
Cost s; l; d  0;
Mark all nodes in V;
Repeat until all nodes are un-marked;
Select a marked node; u with minimum
Cost u; l; d;
Un-mark u;
For each w such that hu; wi [ E Do
Cost w; l; d  minfCost w; l; d;
Cost u; l; d  sl u; wg;
For a given l and a given d, the above algorithm
uses the same approach as Dijkstra's shortest path
algorithm to recursively update the values of
Cost w; l; d for every node w in the graph G. In
fact, it is straight forward to see that for d  0 and
Costinit w; l; 0  ?, the algorithm reduces to
Dijkstra's shortest path algorithm for computing the
least cost path from s to any other node w using
wavelength l. Speci®cally, using sl l on the links
of G rather than s l amounts to removing from G
any link on which l is not available.
Next, we present the algorithm which computes,
Costmin w; d, the least cost path from s to any node w
assuming a maximum of d wavelength conversions.
The algorithm ®nds the minimum cost of the path
rather than the path itself. It is straight forward to add
backward pointers in the algorithm to ®nd the paths
with minimum costs.
Algorithm BOUNDED CONV
1: Cost w; l; 0  ? for all w [ V and l  1; . . . ; W;
2: Cost s; l; 0  0 for l  1; . . . ; W;
3: For l  1; . . . ; W Do
Apply NO CONV s; l; 0;
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= starting with the initial values Cost w; l; 0
 ? =;
4: For every w [ V
Costmin w; 0  min1  l  W fCost w; l; 0g;
5: For d  1; . . . ; D Do
5:1:

For every w [ V and l  1; . . . ; W Do
Cost w; l; d  Cost w; l; d 1;

5:2:

For all hu; wi [ E Do
Cost w; l; d  minfCost w; l; d;
Costmin u; d 1  sl hu; wig

5:3:

For l  1; . . . ; W Do
Apply NO CONV s; l; d;
= starting with the current values of


5:4:

Cost w; l; d =;
For every w [ V
Costmin w; d  min1  l  w fCost w; l; dg;

Steps 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3 in the above algorithm
respectively implement the three conditions M1, M2
and M3 itemized earlier in this section.
We have implemented the above algorithm to
measure the effect of the number of allowable
wavelength conversions on the minimum cost of the
path. We applied the algorithm to randomly generated
graphs with arbitrary sources and destinations, and
arbitrary wavelength availability on the links. In the
experiments reported in this section, we considered
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randomly generated graphs with an average of N
nodes each and each node having an average degree of
D. The value of N was varied between 100 and 400
and the value of D was varied between 3 and 6. We
assumed W wavelengths and we randomly speci®ed
the cost on each link, and assumed that each
wavelength is available on any given link with a
probability r. Finally, we selected sources and
destinations randomly and we measured the percentage increase in the cost of the cheapest path from
source to destination as a function of the decrease of
the number of allowable wavelength conversions.
More speci®cally, let P s; d be the least cost path for
given s and d and let Dmax s; d be the minimum
number of wavelength conversions on this path. Let
also Pr s; d be the least cost path from s to d with at
most Dmax s; d r wavelength conversions. Hence,
the cost penalty of reducing the number of allowable
Pr s;d
conversions by r is given by p r; s; d  cost
cost P s;d .
Two issues are faced when trying to study the
average effect of reducing the number of allowable
wavelength conversions. The ®rst issue relates to the
fact that different source/destination pairs have
different values of Dmax s; d, and thus the value of
r cannot exceed Dmax s; d for a given source and
destination. Hence, the average effect of tightening
the allowable number of wavelength conversions
should be taken over source/destination pairs with a
given value of Dmax s; d. In Fig. 5, we show the
probability distribution obtained in our experiments
for the value of Dmax s; d over randomly generated s

Fig. 5. The probability density distribution of Dmax P s; d.
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and d. The experiments show that the probability
distribution of Dmax s; d does not heavily depend on
the graph size, N, the node degree, D, or the
probability of wavelength availability, r.
The second issue faced when studying the average
effect of reducing the number of allowable wavelength conversions relates to the fact that there may
not be a path Pr s; d if r is close to Dmax s; d, that is
if we tighten too much the number of allowable
conversions. We solve this issue by assuming that
cost Pr s; d  ? if Pr s; d cannot be found, and
Dm r, the harmonic mean of the
then computing, p
cost penalty, p r; s; d, over source/destination pairs
Dm r for
with Dmax s; d  Dm . In Fig. 6, we plot p
N  100, D  4, W  10 and r  0:5. This and
similar results for different values of N, D, W and r
indicate that the cost penalty increases exponentially
when r approaches Dm . That is, when the number of
allowable wavelength conversions approaches zero.
4.2 Shortest Path with the Minimum Number of
Wavelength Conversions
In this section, we consider the cost of a path to be its
length expressed as the number of links on the path.
Speci®cally, if s l  1 for any link l [ E, then the
cost of a path becomes its length. Given a source, s
and a destination, d, there may be more than one
minimum length (shortest) path from s to d. In this
section, we present an algorithm that will select from
among the shortest paths from s to d, the one that
minimizes the number of wavelength conversions.
In order to con®ne the selection of routes to shortest
paths, we de®ne the sub-graph, Gs;d  fVs;d ; Es;d g, of

Fig. 6. The effect of tightening the number of conversions on the
cost penalty.

G whose nodes and edges lie on a shortest path
from s to d. This sub-graph can be built in
O jVj  jEjlogjVj and is independent of the
wavelength availability.
If the shortest distance between s and d is k, then we
divide the nodes in sub-graph Gs;d into k  1 disjoint
layers as follows:
*
*

V0  fsg,
Vi  1  fv; 5u; v4 [ Es;d ; u [ Vi ; v 6 [ |jj0i Vj g;
i  0; 1; . . . k 1.

That is, Vi is the set of nodes that are at distance i
from s. Note that there cannot be any edge in Gs;d
between two nodes u and v that are in the same set Vi ,
since by de®nition, an edge between u and v cannot be
on the shortest path to either u or v. Fig. 7 shows an
example graph, and Fig. 8 shows the sub-graph Gs;d
for speci®c nodes s and d. Fig. 8 also shows the layers,
V0; . . . ; V5 , of Gs;d .
An ef®cient algorithm is proposed to ®nd a shortest
path from s to d on which a connection can be
established with a minimal number of wavelength
conversions. The algorithm uses mwc w; l to denote
the minimum number of wavelength conversions
needed to enter node w using l on some path in Gs;d .
The value of mwc w; l is ? if it is not possible to
enter node w using wavelength l.

Fig. 7. A graph G.
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(
mwcj w; l 

if l6 [ Avail uj ; w

?

minfmwc uj ; l; minm fmwc uj ; m  1gg if l [ Avail uj ; w.

Then, we compute mwc w; l for each l by
considering the path to w that leads to the minimum
number of wavelength conversions. Namely,
mwc w; l  min fmwcj w; lg:
1jq

After ®nding the wavelength that minimizes
mwc d; l, the path from s to d that uses the minimum
number of conversions can be determined by backtracking through Gs;d . The following algorithm ®nds
such a path, P.
Algorithm MIN CONV
mwc w; l  ? for all w [ Gs;d and l  1; . . . ; W ;
mwc s; l  0 for all l  1; . . . ; W
For each level Vi ; i  1; . . . ; k Do
Fig. 8. The sub-graph Gs;d of the graph given in Fig. 7 and its
layers.

Given the sets Avail  for the links of Gs;d , a
dynamic programming approach can be used to
compute mwc w; l for each node, w, in the graph
and each wavelength, l. The wavelength with the
minimum value of mwc d; l will then determine the
path from s to d. Initially, mwc w; l  ? for every
node in Gs;d , except for the source node, s, for which
mwc s; l  0 for l  1; . . . ; W.
In order to be more speci®c, let w be a node in Vi  1
which can be reached only from node u in Vt . In this
case, the value of mwc w; l is:
(
mwc w; l 

?

if l6 [ Avail u; w

minfmwc u; l; minm fmwc u; m  1gg

if l [ Avail u; w.

In words, we cannot use l to enter node w if
l6 [ Avail u; w. However, if l [ Avail u; w and node u
can be entered on l after k wavelength conversions,
then node w can also be entered on l after k
wavelength conversions. Finally, if l [ Avail u; w
and node u cannot be entered on l, that is if
mwc u; l  ?, then we can enter u on any other
wavelength m, convert to l at u and enter w on l after
mwc u; m  1 wavelength conversions. Of course,
the value of m that leads to the minimum number of
wavelength conversions should be used.
So far, we have considered only the case in which w
can be reached from only one node in Vi . If w can be
reached from q nodes uj ; j  1; . . . ; q, in Vi , then we
compute for each j the value of mwcj w; l to be:

For each node w [ Vi and each l Do
Let Hw be the set of nodes in Vi

1

connected

to w;
For each node uj in Hw compute mwcj w; l;
Compute mwc w; l  minuj [ Hw fmwcj w; lg;
select l such that mwc d; l  minm fmwc d; mg;
w  d;
Repeat
If there is a u [ Hw so that mwc w; l
 mwc u; l
Then set nextP u  w and w  u
Else find u [ H w and m such that mwc w; l
 mwc u; m  1 and set nextP u
 w; w  u and l  m;
Until w  s;
The complexity of the algorithm MIN_CONV is
O jEs;d j  jVs;d jW.

5 Comparing Dynamic Wavelength Assignment
with Global Path and Wavelength Selection
After a global algorithm is used to select a path,
P s; d, and assign wavelengths such as to minimize
or bound the number of wavelength conversions, a
simple protocol can be used to reserve the wavelengths and establish a connection on P s; d.
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However, in a dynamic environment where the
wavelength availability changes, the information in
the sets Avail  used by the global algorithms,
BOUNDED_CONV and MIN_CONV, may not be
up-to-date. Since gathering information about the
state of the network cannot be done instantaneously,
the information about the availability of wavelengths
that the global algorithm uses may not re¯ect the
current state of the network.
Using a global algorithm to select a path from s to d
has the drawback of selecting the route and assigning
wavelengths based on out-dated information about
wavelength availability. This may be rather harmful if
the wavelength availability changes frequently. We
have run simulation experiments to compare the
dynamic selection of wavelengths at path establishment time with the global selection of route and
wavelengths before path establishment. The experiments simulate mesh-like networks with 100 nodes
each, where each node randomly generates requests to
communicate with random destinations. Two parameters, the load that each node generates, and the
average number of packets in a message, L, determine
the request interarrival time at each node. Both the
control traf®c and the data traf®c were simulated on a
control and a data network, respectively, with the
assumption that it takes one time unit to route one
control packet between two nodes on the control
network and one time unit to route a data packet on an
all-optical path segment. We assumed that each link
can support 10 wavelengths.
The following two schemes were simulated to
establish a connection from a source to a destination:
*

*

Fig. 9. Effect of aggressiveness on throughput for W  10, and
D  1 (®xed routing).

connection. In order to enforce a bound on the
number of wavelength conversions, we accept only
connections with a number of wavelength conversions
less or equal to a given value, D. We will only report
on the results of the simulations for D  1 and 3.
Other values of D give similar results.
In Figs. 9 and 10, we show the effect of the initial
size of RES.cset on the throughput of the system for
different average message sizes. As indicated in
Section 3, increasing the size of cset increases the
probability of successfully establishing a connection
but also locks wavelengths unnecessarily, which
affects the establishment of other connections in the
system. Although the optimal cset size depends on the
message size, we observed from this and other
experiments that a cset size of 3 or 4 is usually

A ®xed routing algorithm which selects wavelengths dynamically at path establishment time
as described in Section 3. The initial size of
RES.cset is varied from 1 to 10.
A routing algorithm which selects the route and
wavelengths using the global algorithm
MIN_CONV of Section 4.2 with the assumption
that each node in the network updates its
information about the wavelength availability
on every link in the network every T time units.
A simple signaling protocol is used to establish a
connection along the selected path using the
selected wavelengths.

Both schemes described above aim at minimizing
the number of wavelength conversions along a

Fig. 10. Effect of aggressiveness on throughput for W  10, and
D  1 (®xed routing).
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sions, because the ¯exibility of adapting the
reservation process to the current network state is
more valuable when wavelength conversion is
needed.

6

Fig. 11. Comparing the throughputs of the connection establishment algorithms for D  1.

close to the optimal. Clearly, the two ®gures indicate
that increasing the number of allowable wavelength
conversions increases the throughput of the system.
In Figs. 11 and 12, we compare the global selection
of route/wavelength with the dynamic selection of
wavelengths on a ®xed route. First, observe that, as
expected, the performance of the global route
selection deteriorates when the global information is
updated less frequently (larger T). Also, when
cset  4, which is close to the optimal cset size, the
dynamic wavelength selection algorithm outperforms
the global algorithm. The only exception is for small
message sizes L  16 and only when it is assumed
that the global algorithm has very accurate information about the network state T  1. In fact, the
advantage of dynamic wavelength selection increases
with the number of allowable wavelength conver-

Conclusion

The distributed algorithm presented in Section 3
minimizes the number of wavelength conversions
when establishing a connection on a given path. This
algorithm performs greedy wavelength reservations
and may be adjusted to different levels of aggressiveness in locking wavelengths during path
establishment. The best results are usually obtained
when only a few wavelengths (from two to four) are
locked for a particular connection during path
establishment.
Two algorithms are presented to simultaneously
select a route and assign wavelengths for a connection, assuming global knowledge of the wavelength
availability, and the cost of using network paths. The
®rst algorithm ®nds the least cost path for a given
allowable number of wavelength conversions, while
the second ®nds the shortest path with the minimum
number of wavelength conversions. Both algorithms
can be easily extended to the cases where only a few
nodes in the network have wavelength conversion
capabilities [16] or where the wavelength conversion
capabilities at each node are limited [19].
Note that, by globally selecting the best path and
wavelengths before path establishment, the path
establishment protocol does not have the ¯exibility
of adaptively selecting the wavelength according to
actual availability. We compared the adaptive wavelength selection on a ®xed path with the global
selection of paths and wavelength. The results
indicate that, because wavelength availability
change dynamically, the capability of adaptively
selecting the wavelengths is more crucial than the
capability of selecting the best route before path
establishment. It would be interesting to study means
to adaptively determine both the route and the
wavelength during path establishment.

Notes
Fig. 12. Comparing the throughputs of the connection establishment algorithms for D  3.

1. We denote the ®elds of a packet by packet.®eld. For example,
RES.id denotes the id ®eld of the RES packet.
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